HPC COLOCATION

High-Performance
Computing
Solutions
UK-based edge data centres designed to meet
the demands of high performance computing
(HPC).
With the rise of big data analytics and machine learning, there has been an
increasing demand for businesses to use high-performance computing (HPC)
to increase workloads and reduce costs.
HPC allows you to analyse much higher volumes of data than ordinary server
setups. This level of analysis has been essential for industries like medical
research and meteorology and is now being adopted by every different
business sector.
Our secure, Tier 3 UK data centres are the ideal environment to host highperformance computing systems, with their demanding power density and
cooling requirements.

What is high performance computing (HPC)?
HPC uses all of the usual computer components (CPU, RAM, Storage, etc.) but
at a very high density, and organised into clusters that allow the high-density
components to work in sync with one another. This hardware structure allows
HPC to perform large amounts of advanced, complex calculations in an efficient,
reliable and fast way, but it is very demanding on cooling and power infrastructure.

Why 4D for high performance
computing (HPC)?
High power density
3 phase power capable of
delivering resilient 10 to 45 kW
of power to racks, keeping your
footprint (and costs) to a minimum.
Flexibility for growth
High power capacity allows us to
host many HPC systems at once,
assuring you room to expand in
the future.
Green and efficient power
Our industry-leading power usage
effectiveness (PUE) and awardwinning evaporative cooling
technology minimises your
power costs, while maximising
sustainability.
State-of-the-art UPSs
Our uninterruptable power supplies
are carefully monitored and
maintained, protecting your HPC
system from power failure. 4D Data
Centres has never had a power failure.

A tier 3 data centre capable of computing
modern enterprise problems
A lot of businesses have a requirement for the computing power of HPC but
lack the infrastructure to host their own. Rather than build their own facility,
they can host their HPC setup in a data centre. Our data centres have awardwinning cooling systems, giving us the cooling capacity to host multiple HPC
systems. Our highly efficient cooling technology reduces power costs; a saving
we pass on to our customers.
Any of our racks can be used for HPC, as each is equipped with a ready-to-go
power supply capable of up to 40kW, and we can deploy our sophisticated rear
door cooling wherever it is needed, giving our customers room to expand.
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Adopting cooling technologies which perfectly match high performance
Our cooling systems are industry-leading, and even while cooling high-density HPC systems, our data centres operate at a much
higher power efficiency than the industry average.

Evaporative cooling

Rear door cooling

Our state-of-the-art adiabatic cooling towers use the natural
cooling capabilities of water evaporation to run a highly
effective cooling system. They are capable of maintaining the
environment for heat intense HPC systems, while using very
little power. Sophisticated monitoring technology also ensures
our system runs optimally with zero energy wasted.

Increased heat loads are handled thanks to our rear door
cooling solution, connected directly into the same chilled
water system which feeds the CRAC (Computer Room AirConditioning) units. Our HPC racks run at the same safe
temperature as our ordinary server racks, despite the increased
density, meaning an HPC system has the same footprint as any
other computer system in our data centres.

HPC and a new age of data analysis the future of every industry
No longer is ‘big data’ the privilege of computer science labs or
research institutes - many businesses are adopting HPC, and whether
they are using it to analyse buying habits or create advanced
scientific models, it is being used to create a competitive edge and
derive new business plans.

Flexible options for ultra-fast
connectivity
Layer-2 fibre capacity: 100Mbps, 1Gbps, 10Gbps, 			
40Gbps, 100Gbps Waves and MPLS
IP transit through 4D: Fully diverse multihomed 40 Gbps+, Tier
1 Networks - NTT, GTT, TI Sparkle - Peering at LINX & LONAP
Can allow/start with prioritisation of traffic across your network

Technical Features

Combine your connection with a managed firewall

Power draw

• Aerospace

• Financial services

• Oil & Gas

• Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals

• Geosciences

• Academic research

• Engineering

• Information technology

Customer-focused expertise
and support

Our facilities benefit from sub 2-millisecond latency into central
London. Our options for business connectivity include:

Managed routers with 24/7/365 monitoring from the 4D NOC

Adoption of HPC is increasing across industries and is already
widespread in the areas of:

Our team is experienced and here to advise you on the 		
deployment of your HPC system, helping you maximise your 		
ROI
24/7/365 UK-based on-site support
Microsoft & Cisco certified engineers
Zero power outages & 99.999% network uptime with 		
guaranteed SLAs
Certifications: ISO 27001-2013 certified and PCI:DSS 		
security compliant

10kW up to 45kW

Power delivery

Three phase 32A (23kW) or 63A (45kW) A+B diverse power feeds

HPC cooling

Rear-door water-chilled cooling

Rack dimensions

800mm wide x 1200mm deep

Power feeds

UPS and generator backed dual and diverse power

Data Centre cooling technologies

Adiabatic cooling towers, advanced plate heat exchanges and chillers

Backup power

2N generators

Take the next step
4D’s high and ultra-high density capabilities provide a leading-edge HPC standard that can
seamlessly integrate across other systems and services. We understand that requirements
for any HPC project can vary significantly, so get in touch with us and we’ll work
collaboratively with you to understand your exact business needs.
4D’s Gatwick data floor

Call us on: 020 7813 0603 or email: enquiries@4d-dc.com

